strong interaction effects, such as reflected shocks and rarefaction waves.
Introduction
The influence of crossed electric and magnetic external fields on plasmas has been studied for several reasons and with different methods. For example, it is interesting to learn at which electric field strengths the breakdown in a high-frequency low pressure gas discharge starts. Furthermore, it is important to study the plasma particle motion in crossed field geometries in order to get information about a possible particle acceleration. This is of in terest in cosmic ray physics, electron and ion optics etc. Finally a large amount of effort has been de voted to the examination of appropriate crossed field configurations for an effective heating and a stable confinement of high temperature plasmas. Often it is sufficient and less expensive to examine these problems in suitable model plasmas, e. g. using the weakly ionized regions of low pressure dis charges 1.
Many investigations have been performed in which the crossed fields are assumed to be static. With respect to the applications mentioned it is also important to study the plasma behaviour if the ex-ternal electric field is time-dependent ( being mostly an alternating field in practice) and the magnetic field is constant2-4, or vice versa0 -'. Finally new phenomena are expected to appear if both the ex ternal electric field and the magnetic field are timevarying and independently established 8.
An approximative theoretical treatment of such problems consists in using the single particle de scription 9-10. In a similar way the equations of mo tion of magneto-hydrodynamics can be used6. Fi nally it is possible to resort to the powerful methods of kinetic theory or statistical mechanics11-15. In this paper a weakly ionized plasma is investigated using Boltzmann's kinetic equation. The plasma is assumed to be under the action of an alternating electric field, a circularly polarized magnetic field, and additional constant fields. electronic charge-to-mass ratio, M: mass of a neutral particle, T : gas temperature, E : electric field, B : magnetic field.] The following field configuration is considered: (a) homogeneous alternating electric field E (t) with a = a (f) = (q/m) E(t) = (q/m) coso) t{Ex,Ey,Ez} ,
Basis Equations Let us assume the heavy particles of a weakly ionized plasma to have a Maxwellian distribution function. For the electron distribution function the Lorentz ansatz is made f(r,v,t) = /°(r, v, t) + ~ 'f1(r,v,t),\v\ = v . (1)
(b) homogeneous time-independent electric field E0 with = coq cob\0 , 0 , x cos wB t + y sin coB t} .
(e) homogeneous direction-constant time-indepen dent magnetic field B0 with w n = {0 , 0 , oj0} = (q/m) {0 , 0, ß0} . Dokl. Akad. Nauk 104. 201 [1955] . 4 A . A i r o l d i -C r e s c e n t i n i , P. C a l d i r o l a , C. M a r o l i , and E. S i n d o n i , Proc. 8th Intern. Conf. Phenomena Ionized Gases, Vienna, A u g . 1967, Contributed Papers, p. 168. 5 H. P f a u , G. V o j t a , and R. W i n k l e r , Kernenergie 7, 463 [1964] . 6 E. L o r e n z , E. H a n t z s c h e , G. V o j t a , and R. W i n k l e r , Kernenergie 7. 469 [1964] . 7 T. K i r s t e n and G. V o j t a , Kernenergie 7, 451 [1964] . 
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Now for inhfl (r, v, t; f°) the solution ansatz is made: 
{Z") = (Z 1 > -®/i, (Z2) = (Z 2) = sin oj t + c2 cos co t , (Z3) = (Z 3) = (<5j + Ax) sin coB t + (<52 + A2) cos coB t = d x sin coB t -f d2 cos coB t (Z4) = (Z 4) = et sin{
and
the solution inh/z (r,v,t; f°) can be given in terms of Table 1 . The decomposition of the coefficient d1 (d2) into additive parts and At (d2 and A2) shall emphasize the influence of the induced electric field de noted by Ax and Zl2 .
The physical meaning of the terms included in mhfl [r, v, t; /°) will be discussed in Section 5.
Calculation of the D istribution Function Part mhw{r,v,t; f°)
The solution inh/* (r, v, t; f°) can be written for short in the form ro ro E xpla-F irst influence of th e Second influence of the nations ro tatin g magnetic rotating magnetic to <(X 7} field field 0 1 : The driving forces \1q x and Uoy cause in con nection w ith th e ro tatin g magnetic field a cross d rift in z direction.
The tim e-dependent rotating magnetic field induces an electric field in z direction.
The force which drives th e electrons in z direc tion according to the first influence of th e ro tatin g magnetic field causes moreover in con nection w ith th e circu larly polarized magne tic field a cross d rift in x direction.
The induced electric field and the polarized magnetic field rotating perpendicular to it give rise to a cross d irft in x direction. A: In this connection it should be emphasized that the rotating field takes part in the development of a cross drift mechanism in a twofold man ner: The physical situation described in Table 4 can be proved in some mathematical respect by investi gating the terms of (X 7): All the frequency functions (i = 1 . . . 4) are homogeneous functions of first degree with respect to oj.q . Therefore the quantities dx and d.2 are pro portional to (compare Table 1 ; the additional bearing of oj. in "B a11 and is not important here and can be ignored). Another mathematical hint for the twofold influence of the rotating field is the fact that the products from sin coB t and cos coB t -which must be calculated according to . The proof that the circularly po larized magnetic field is engaged in the cross drift processes in a twofold manner can be given similar to (X 7}. Overlooking the terms of mhfl it can be stated that the terms from ( X I ) to (X 4 ) are caused by the constant fields (constant electric field, densityand temperature gradients), the alternating electric field, and by the cross drift mechanism produced by these constant fields and the constant magnetic field. On the other hand the terms from (X 5 ) and (X 9 ) exclusively give rise to cross drift processes in which the rotating magnetic field plays an im portant role ( (X 5) -(X 9 ) disappear if the circu larly polarized magnetic field is not present).
In Table 5 all terms of f1 are listed with respect to their time behaviour.
Conclusion
In the last section it was shown that higher cur rent harmonics are produced by a cross drift me chanism if a weakly ionized plasma is under the action of an alternating electric field and a circu larly polarized magnetic field. It is worth noting that the higher harmonics disappear when one re places the time-dependent rotating magnetic field by a constant magnetic field by putting the rotation fre quency coB = 0 in the solution mhf1 (r, v, t). Further, it should be mentioned that higher harmonic terms with a frequency of 2 coB are present in inhf1 if only a constant electric field and a rotating magnetic field are taken into account. All these facts show that the time-dependent circularly polarized magnetic field (in connection with its induced electric field) plays the decisive role for the generation of "higher mag netic cross harmonics".
Finally we mention the important condition of time-independence of the isotropic part /° used in calculating the solution vector P(r, v, t; /°). In 1948 M a r g e n a u and H a r t m a n n 18 found that higher f 1 Table 5. 18 H . M a r g e n a u and L. M . H a r t m a n . Phys. Rev. 73, 309 [1948] . 
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